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Python Lessons
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8Tko2YC5hA


Lesson 1 - Python I 
(An intro with Code Combat and ASCII Art)

Learning Outcomes:
● Playing Code Combat
● Drawing animals with ASCII
● Making python calculate some maths tasks
● Working out a users age in dog years

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!
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Game Time - An Introduction to Python

CodeCombat is a community project, with hundreds of players volunteering to 

create levels, contribute to code to add features, fix bugs, playtest, and translate the 

game into 50 languages so far. Pay attention to the syntax as you use python to 

battle through the dungeon. 

You can play at this link

www.codecombat.com/play/dungeon
CTRL + Click

http://www.codecombat.com/play/dungeon


Let’s Get Coding

CTRL+CLICK www.bit.ly/newpythontrinket

and type in the code as it appears here.

If you make any mistakes, you’ll see 

this error message when you click run.

Change the message so it says something else, like ‘My name is Graham’ or 

‘I’m learning to code with Python’

ASCII Drawings

ASCII art is a way of printing pictures to text. Add the code on the right to see 

the result.

When you’re finished changed the code 

so it displays the result on the right. 

See if you can copy in an animal from this site www.bit.ly/asciianimals
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http://www.bit.ly/newpythontrinket
http://www.bit.ly/asciianimals


Letting Python do the Maths

People who don’t know much about code often think that you need to be good 

at maths to be good at coding. However, smart coders get computers to do the 

maths for them! We’re going to let Python work out how old we will be in 2100.

Add the following line of code (instead of

2009, put in your birth year).

Improve your program by using

input() to ask the user their 

age and store it in a variable called born.

Run your program and then enter the year you were born. Did you get another 

error message? That’s because anything typed into your program is text, and it 

needs to be converted to a 

number. You can use int() to 

convert the text to an integer 

(‘integer’ means ‘whole number’ like 5, 929 or 1,000,000 not 2.1 or 5.65 etc).

Adding another Variable

So far we used a variable called born, and we asked a question that generates 

a number. To make the programme make more sense to the user, change your 

code to exactly as it appears below. But first, think about what it does.
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Extra Challenge - Dog Years

Your challenge is to write a programme that asks users their age and then tells 

them their age in dog years.

Expert Tip
In programming, the 

symbol for multiplication 

is *, and is usually shift+8 

on the keyboard.

Extra Challenge - Art Challenge

Work out what this code does.

Now type out this code. Can you 

make any word drawings or 

patterns of your own?
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Let’s Get Coding

CTRL+CLICK www.bit.ly/rpstrinket

This project contains these words.

We’ll use them later to generate random numbers.

First, we’re going to let the player choose Rock, Paper or Scissors by typing 

r, p or s. Add the blue lines of code. The second will print the player’s choice.

Now to code the computers guess. randit will generate a random number to

decide between rock, 

paper and scissors. 

Add in the blue lines 

and test it a few times

to see that you’re getting a random number.

Lesson 2 - Python II - Rock Paper Scissors

Learning Outcomes:
● Creating a rock/paper/ scissors game
● Using simple if statements
● Announcing the winner

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!
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http://www.bit.ly/rpstrinket


Coding the Computer

In our code, 1 = rock (r), 2 = paper (p) and 3 = scissors(s). We’re going to 

use an if statement to check if the number 1 (for example) is randomly chosen, the 

computer will see that as a rock. Add the lines in blue making sure to indent (move 

to the right). We can use two spaces or a ‘tab’ for this. Tab is usually above the  

Caps Lock button on your keyboard.

Add the rest of the 

code on the left, but 

first, what does it 

do? When finished, 

test your code to see 

if it works.

The computer’s choice gets printed on a new line. You can fix that by adding 

end=' ' after vs. This tells Python to end with a space instead of a new line. Play 

the game a few times by clicking Run and making a choice. For now you’ll have to 

work out who won yourself. Next you’ll add the Python code to work this out.

Short for 
“else if”
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Announcing the Winner

Let’s look at a case where the player chooses ‘r’ (rock). If the computer chose 

‘s’ (scissors) then the player wins (rock beats scissors). If the computer chose ‘p’ 

(paper) then the computer wins (paper beats rock). We can check the player choice 

and the computer choice using the word and.

Add in more elif’s so that every ‘p’ and ‘s’ combination is covered.

Challenge: ASCII Art
Instead of using the letters r, p and s 

to represent rock, paper and scissors, 

can you use ASCII art? For example:

Challenge: Create a new game

Can you create your own game like Rock, Paper, Scissors with different objects?

Click the ‘Duplicate’ button to make a copy of your Rock, Paper Scissors project to 

start from.

This example uses Fire, 

Logs and Water:
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Let’s Get Coding

CTRL+CLICK this video

to see the end result. The game

will be similar to a horse racing

game you may have seen before.

CTRL+CLICK this link:

www.taoc.ie/blankpythontrinket

Write this code and see what 

happens. Then change the code so

that it makes a pattern from 1-5 using

the pattern below:

On the next page we’ll discuss for 

loops, a method of making writing this 

long code easier, but for now, copy the 

code on the right.

Lesson 3 - Python III - Turtle Race

Learning Outcomes:
● Make a random race which races turtles for fun
● Learning about for loops
● Customising your game

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!
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http://www.taoc.ie/blankpythontrinket
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YINfM5hkxjLhfiGXgjrVOTpz7DQ7xQNo/preview


For Loops - Making it easy

The code we wrote is very repetitive. 

There is an easier way to code this in 

python called a for loop. Change your

code so it looks like the code on the right.

We need to give it a range of 6 because there are 6 numbers between 0 and 5.

Expand the code so that it 

matches what appears on the left.

But first, what does it do?

To draw the lines, we’re going to have to turn the turtle to the right, before 

putting a pen down, drawing a line of 150, picking the penup and moving backward to 

the start of the line. Add the code in blue below and see what happens.

right(90) makes the turtle turn right 90 degrees (a right angle.) Moving 

forward(10) before putting the pen down leaves a small gap between the number 

and the start of the line. After drawing the line you lift up the pen and go 

backward(160) the length of the line plus the gap.
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Racing Turtles

When you use commands like forward(20) 

you are using a single turtle. But you can 

create more turtles. Add the following code 

to the end of your script (but make sure it’s 

not indented)!

The first line creates a turtle called ‘red’. The next lines set the colour and 

shape of the turtle. Now it really looks like a turtle!

Now you need to make the turtle race by moving a random number of steps 

at a time. You’ll need the randint 

function from the Python random

library. Add this import line to the 

top of your script. The randint function returns a random number between the 

values chosen. The turtle will 

move forward 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 

steps each turn.

Test the code and you should get a one-turtle race! We’ll add more next.
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Adding more Turtles

 

A one turtle race isn’t much of a 

game! Add the code on the left 

to get the remaining turtles 

going. 

You should be able to see a 

pattern here so don’t forget...

REMEMBER TO:

COPY (CTRL + C)

AND

PASTE (CTRL + V)

Copy and Paste are a coders 

best friends!

Copy

Paste

Paste

Paste

Copy
Paste

Paste
Paste
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Challenge: Do a twirl

Can you use a for turn in range(): loop to make each turtle do a 360 degree 

twirl after they get to the starting line? You’ll need to make sure they are facing in the 

right direction at the start of the race!

redTurtle.right(36) will turn the red turtle right by 36 degrees.

Hint: A full turn is 360 degrees. A turtle could turn right 10 degrees 36 times, or left 5 

degrees 72 times, or any other numbers make 360!

Challenge: Dashed lines

Can you use a loop to make the track lines dashed instead of solid?

Hint: Find the code that draws a straight line. 

Try using: for, forward(), penup() and pendown()
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Lesson 4 - Python IV - Find and Replace

Learning Outcomes:

● Using the find and replace functions
● Calling functions in Python
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   What is a variable?

A variable is a container for a piece of data or 

information (a number, a sentence, an image, etc.). 

First we give the variable a name, e.g. “filePath”, 

“myNumber”, “storyText”, etc. We can then store the data in the variable and 

refer to it in our code by its name. 

The great thing about variables is that we can change the data that is currently 

stored in our variable, replacing it with new data.

What is a function?

A function is a piece of code that has a specific job to 

do. Just like variables, we can give functions a name 

that relates to the job they have to do. For example, 

we can have a function to add two numbers together, 

so we might call that function “AddNumbers()” or if we have a function to show 

an image, we might call it “DisplayImage”.

Some functions can have inputs and/or outputs (but don’t necessarily have to). 

In these cases, the function will use the data given to it by the inputs, do 

something with the data and output some new piece of data. You will see 

examples of some functions further on in this booklet. These are the functions 

we will use for this project.

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!



 What are we doing?
This project will involve changing the text in a file by replacing or deleting certain 
things. For example, we can get rid of all of the spaces in the text so it’s all just one 
big paragraph or we can replace the word “the” with the word “Dublin” etc. This is a 
great example of a nice little trick we can do with Python.

Why Python?

Python is becoming one of the most popular and widely used programming 
languages in the world. Among its many uses it is particularly good for projects that 
require manipulating strings (characters, words or sentences).

How is Python different to Processing?

The main difference between most programming languages is usually just the syntax 
(how things are written). Things will work the same in most programming languages. 
The most important difference between Python and Processing is that Python doesn’t 
use curly brackets ({}) to separate code blocks. Instead, Python uses white space 
(indents) to identify a code block.
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Functions we will use in the project
ReadFile()
What it does: Reads the text from the input file, 

stores the data in a variable and then outputs the 

variable with the data.

Function Inputs: Text file path - 'GoldieLocksAndTheThreeBears.txt'

Function Outputs: Text from file - “Once upon a time, there was...”

FindAndReplace()

What it does: Finds all of the spaces and newlines in the text data and replaces them with nothing. 

It then stores this new text data in a variable and outputs the variable with the new data.

Function Inputs: Text from file - “Once upon a time, there was...”

Function Outputs: Text from file without any spaces - “Onceuponatime,therewas...”



WriteFile()

What it does: Writes the edited text to a new text file.

Function Inputs: Output text file path - 'Edited_GoldieLocksAndTheThreeBears.txt'

      Text from file without any spaces - “Onceuponatime,therewas...”

Function Outputs: -

main()

What it does: Calls each of the functions to run the code.

Function Inputs: -

Function Outputs: -
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Lets Get Coding

1. Open the following link to find some code to get you started:

https://trinket.io/python3/05c78ed053

2. Complete the code by adding in (and calling) the functions that we looked at 
above.

3. Run the code to see the result.

Be Careful!

The spaces are very important in Python. If there are spaces in 

the example code snippets then you must put in the spaces also.

Use the TAB button to space lines. Some lines you will have to 

TAB more than once!

https://trinket.io/python3/05c78ed053
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Challenges

1. Change what is being found and replaced. This can be a word, fullstops, etc.

2. Find a text file of your favourite story/speech online, load it into Trinket and use 
it to run your code on. You can visit https://www.gutenberg.org to find lots of 
different books that you can copy the text from into your own text file.

 The Completed Code

storyFilePath = 'GoldieLocksAndTheThreeBears.txt'
editedStoryFilePath = 'Edited_GoldieLocksAndTheThreeBears.txt'

def ReadFile(filePath):
  with open(filePath) as file:
    data = file.read()
  return data
    
def FindAndReplace(data):
  editedStoryText = data.replace(' ', '').replace('\n', '')
  
  return editedStoryText
  
def WriteFile(filePath, text):
  with open(filePath, 'w') as file:
    file.write(text)
    
def main():
  storyText = ReadFile(storyFilePath)
  editedStoryText = FindAndReplace(storyText)
  WriteFile(editedStoryFilePath, editedStoryText)

if __name__ == '__main__':
  main()

https://www.gutenberg.org/
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